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Get up to 20% discount on Graupner Funze TP4 fast, light and more power, high static charge with
long battery life. The t-shirt is the highest standard of technical textile and has high permeability;
whether it is a sweatshirt, t-shirt, sweatpants, or shirt, the T-shirt provides comfort, privacy, and
durability, and is a common part of daily life. It was not until recently that they are being used by
American companies. Fastest cost-effective way to achieve all these requirements. In July 2019,
Apprenti, a T-shirt company, was acquired by Funzi to make Funze T-shirt. Funze t-shirts will be
manufactured in China. On 28 October 2019, the Funzi t-shirts were officially launched in the USA
and Canada. Funze T-shirt is very similar to Apprenti t-shirts. It is a direct competitor of Apprenti.
Features Funze T-shirt is made with a high-quality and natural cotton T-shirt that becomes soft after
washing. The T-shirt is more than just a fabric and becoming soft, the T-shirt also has anti-odor and
prevents bacteria from growing. Funzi T-shirt has many features. Some of the features are listed
below: Printed with high quality inkjet printer. Machine washable and durable Anti-odor High anti-
static Quickness of washing Long lifespan Foldable and permeable Funzi also has a spout design
that allows you to drink or pour water. Furthermore, Funzi have a storage bag design. Funzi also
support Kids and is sold in sizes XS to XXL. Funzi T-shirt comes in three different colors, Forest
Green, Bright Orange and Black. Colors Funzi is available in six different colors. Forest Green (WW)
Bright Orange (WH) Black (WW) High (WH) Pure White (WW) Funzi can also be customized in all
the three colors. Colors are not necessarily connected to the same sequence number. All the t-shirts
are dry-clean compatible. Culture Funzi T-shirt has three cultures, Ladies, Men and Youth. T-shirt
has an “
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